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WAR WOUNDS

War is the most anti-human of experiences. It degrades, rends, and tears at us as people both in body and in soul. It degrades, rends, and tears at human societies in our familial and collective relationships and the created order. Yet despite its destructiveness, war remains an enduring and necessary reality because it checks unrestrained evil, corrects injustice, and restores, if only temporarily, a semblance of social cohesion and stability. In the Christian theological understanding, while war may destroy the body, it cannot destroy the soul—that which is created and sustained by God for eternity is beyond even the catastrophic power of war to ultimately destroy (Matt. 10:28a). Nevertheless, Christians can neither ignore the ways in which war can and does injure warriors and their families, nor ignore their responsibility on behalf of Christ to respond to these injuries with genuine caritas.' In essence, there is a cost to living Jesus’ ethic of love, paid, in part, through action. Exploring that cost and the landscape of suffering in war as spiritual injury is the exercise of this essay.

Specifically, much has been written in the past decade or more on the types of “woundedness” warriors suffer in combat, including physical, mental, emotional, and even moral injury. However, though U.S.
joint forces are pursuing strategies for increasing “spiritual resilience” in warriors with an eye toward improving future training and operational readiness, the force has failed to explore a warrior’s spiritual injury in combat and its debilitating, life-long effects (including for a warrior’s family).2 I want to rectify this oversight by defining spiritual injury as related to, yet separate from, moral injury. I delineate twelve specific markers of spiritual injury resulting from combat and suggest how clergy, chaplains, clinicians, and concerned laypersons may identify and treat these wounds. Ironically, and yet in hope, I contend that trauma in war aids Christians in identifying the markers of spiritual injury and in authentically living a renewed and redemptive witness of Jesus’ self-emptying love for humanity.3

SOMETHING MORE THAN MORAL

Since the close of the Vietnam War, the fields of psychiatry, psychology, and pastoral counseling have grown incredibly nuanced in their understanding of the complexity of trauma in war.4 Clinicians and scholars have helped map what moral injury looks like in warriors, including identifying markers such as pervasive guilt and shame, feelings of being beyond forgiveness, the development of a hopeless nihilism, social distance from community and creation, a diminished reflective capacity to render morally nuanced distinctions between right and wrong, and a degraded or corroded ability to exercise leadership, particularly to exhibit or develop tactical, operational, and strategic moral leadership.5

Beyond the impact on individuals, our deepened awareness of moral injury has helped spawn the rise of humanitarian intervention and the trans-national ideology of the responsibility to protect; has, more recently, catalyzed the development of military doctrine such as that for mass atrocity response operations; and has galvanized national will to empathically respond to warriors and veterans, leading to immense economic investments into care for post-war veterans and pensioners.6

While it shouldn’t be lost in the midst of these martial examples that moral injury has relevance beyond the military, it’s not incidental that moral injury is most closely linked to combat trauma. Indeed, the standard definition of moral injury has come from experts in the field at the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs:

Like psychological trauma, moral injury is a construct that describes extreme and unprecedented life experiences including the harmful aftermath of exposure to such events (e.g. combat trauma). Events are considered morally injurious if they “transgress deeply held moral beliefs and expectations.” Thus, the key precondition for moral injury is an act of transgression, which shatters moral and ethical expectations that are rooted in religious or spiritual beliefs, or culture-based, organizational, and group-based rules about fairness, the value of life, and so forth.7

While this definition is a helpful advance on earlier ones, my concern with it is three-fold. First, since the definition is descriptive in nature, it lacks specificity and leaves it open to misapplication, which I contend is indeed happening apace in academic, clinical, and pastoral settings. Essentially, the term moral injury is now being bandied about almost indiscriminately in order to describe any and every type of non-physical injury a warrior may suffer in combat, whether such injuries accord with the definition or not.

This leads to my second objection, which is that the definition borrows a manifestly theological concept such as transgression—which in Christian theology is tied to the antecedent concept of sin and the descendent concept of forgiveness—without any linkage between the three. Essentially, the definition is built on a theological understanding but with no integration of its theological roots or resolution; the warrior is simply presumed and diagnosed as to have somehow “transgressed” a moral code.8

Third and finally, the definition seems to locate moral injury in a broader framework in which religious understanding or spiritual praxis resides. But in philosophical history, this is the wrong way around. Put another way, religious belief and spiritual praxis have almost universally been seen as the construct under which morality resides rather than the converse.9 In our spiritually apathetic and indifferent contemporary culture, it has become de rigueur to propose that moral leadership in a democratic polity can be (and for some proponents must be) divorced from any religious or spiritual moorings, but this remains, at the very least, a tenuous and debatable point.10

Notwithstanding these points, however, this definition of
moral injury is a helpful starting point to explore the nature of a particular kind of combat injury, one located in the personal response to one’s actions taken or not taken at a given moment on the battlefield. But because of these shortcomings, there’s something missing.

In more than a quarter century of pastoral work with warriors and their families, I have sensed a growing affirmation that warriors suffer also from another kind of soul wound, which I’ve specified a spiritual injury, that is different than a moral injury as clinically understood. Coupling my observations and insights with those of fellow chaplains of all the services, we may go so far as to state that a warrior and family may often be suffering the effects of a spiritual injury without suffering the effects of moral injury.

**SPIRITUAL INJURY**

This bifurcation of moral and spiritual injuries as distinct, yet related, is intended to emphasize, if not reclaim, a basic, ontological understanding of human personhood that is consistent with a Christian theological understanding of the created order and God’s design for humanity. How so? As Martin Thornton adjoins, “Fundamental to the Biblical doctrine of man is the principle of total integration. Human beings cannot be split up into parts and ‘faculties’; body and spirit form an indissoluble unity.”

I propose that the addition of spiritual injury, as opposed to moral injury alone, is necessary in order to treat warriors and their families as precisely such indissoluble unities; that is, as whole persons.

Toward this end, I propose the following definition of spiritual injury that complements but is distinct from its sibling notion of moral injury, to wit:

Spiritual injury is the intra and inter-personal damage to souls brought on by significant trauma, including the rupture to foundational religious values, beliefs, and attitudes, the inability to healthfully participate in an immanent human faith community, and the temporary or permanent loss of a transcendent relationship to God (manifested particularly in questions about forgiveness, doubt, truth, meaning, and hope).

Importantly, this definition moves concentrically from describing spiritual injury and its effects on the individual to the effects on communal and divine relationships as well, each of which contributes to a theo-centric understanding of human flourishing. If this generally describes spiritual injury, then what demarcates this phenomenon within a given wounded warrior? I note twelve such markers, centering on:

**The Loss of God in Relationship.** The first and most prevalent distinctive is when a person struggles over whether they have irreparably been separated from God. For warriors, as with moral injury, such questioning may arise from guilt over actions taken or not taken in combat but not exclusively so. Rather, simply living through and surviving the experience of combat can produce such searching because war as an experience tends to strain personal assumptions, challenge lightly or deeply-held beliefs, and force even healthy persons to seek stronger connections with God (or to abandon Him altogether in despair). War can, and often does, produce a significant existential crisis for the warrior that is framed in questions of ultimate meaning, particularly in his or her relationship to God.

God’s Providence and/or Sovereignty. A Soldier once pointedly asked me after witnessing a horrific scene of carnage in combat, “Chaplain, what happened today, did God take the day off?” That question epitomizes the existential struggle some warriors face after a fight as they reflect on what they saw, heard, tasted, smelled, and touched in combat. War is visceral, yet ethereal, and can often cause warriors to challenge their own beliefs about how, or if, God was in control of a fight, and why He allowed such carnage to occur. Death, chance, horrific injury, and the social waste of combat can produce overwhelming questions about God’s omniscience, omnipresence, and omnipotence.

Suffering. The obvious catalyst for so much spiritual injury is simply the psychological, mental, and spiritual wounding produced by human suffering. To hear another cry out in agony and searing pain, to witness another’s body afflicted with burns, gunshot, or shrapnel wounds, to see another blown apart by rocket, mortar, artillery, or mine strikes...these cause even the strongest of warriors to suffer wounds in their soul. Moreover, when that warrior returns to his or her family and has no permission, ability, or desire to share that suffering (though the family as a system often knows of the warrior’s spiritual injury and longs to participate in the healing), then the spiritual injury of suffering within that soul can become permanent and debilitating.
It can then lead to injuries in other facets of their humanity; that’s to say mental, emotional, or even physical injury.

Forgiveness. Especially related to suffering but also to moral injury is the human need for forgiveness. Here, however, I mean something apart from a clinical therapeutic practice that helps a warrior explore past events and his or her moral agency or decision-making within it, with the aim to sanction their combat actions. Sometimes warriors suffering spiritual injury need more than just a psychological exploration or justification of their role in combat; they really do need to be forgiven for what they did or did not do. Notwithstanding that in contemporary democracies military forces are often composed only of highly skilled professionals, even such warriors can find that the moral and spiritual consequences of their volunteerism are immense and repetitive. Even just warriors are human beings and, even with serving with moral probity, often both want and need forgiveness for their actions or attitudes in combat that do not fully align with the ethical or attitudinal requirements of their faith. Such forgiveness cannot come from the clinic but must be found in community, including through civilian religious leaders or military chaplains with authority from within their faith tradition, or from the wider community of friends and family who more informally compose the body of Christ. Indeed, the psychotherapist and PTSD expert Edward Tick has pointedly criticized Western democracies for sending off warriors to combat and redeploying them home without any type of religious ministration that frames such deployments and that intentionally seeks to re-integrate the warrior into the civilian society.13

Paralyzing Doubt. Post-combat, many warriors, believing they have rendered themselves irreparably unacceptable to God, suffer lingering, deeply existential doubt about their relationship to the Divine. Alternatively, the warrior often projects his or her own self-doubt onto the figure of God Himself, turning it into divine judgment. Rather than admitting and locating this doubt within the self, the warrior might then defend against the Divine condemnation, turning his own self-doubt into critique of God. Here is an important potential vein for treatment, in that clinicians, chaplains, and clergy can recognize such projection and gently turn the warrior back toward a self-understanding and acceptance of existential doubt. Such doubt, then, becomes a healthy (and not fatal) part of the life of the soul. On the other hand, failure to treat such doubt can become debilitating, in that a warrior might come to an unhealthy point of stasis, in which perpetual, existential doubt is simply the permanent state of the soul. The cost of this might be never recovering a sense of God’s abiding peace or the transcendent hope that marks a healthy posture for the soul.

Excessive Sorrow. Sorrow is an appropriate response to combat. Christ himself, exposed to the human tragedies unfolding all around him, grieved deeply at the experience. As with Christ’s sorrow, the warrior experiencing grief due to the trauma of combat need not be consumed by it, however far beyond simple empathetic pity or compassion it extends. That qualification noted, if such sorrow is left unchecked, it can envelop the soul and hold it hostage to a past experience. Such a spiritual injury is, here, allied with moral injury in that the trauma can arrest mental cognition, compromise reasoning, and short-circuit memory. However, unlike moral injury, sorrow here connotes a spiritual weight that anchors the warrior to an ever-present past in a grieving process without end that comes to dominate everyday life, present reality, and certainly any capacity for future hope.

Justice and Reconciliation. Rage has been a part of warrior character from the age of Achilles to the present day. This passion is often expressed in a desire for evening the score, paying the enemy back, and seeking vengeance. However, I actually see these as potentially healthy signs in a trauma-affected warrior. I say this because when I or other chaplains encounter a warrior’s anger, however disproportionate, it is often proof of a still functioning soul. While desire for justice is a right response to injustice, it is a virtue that, like all virtues, can be knocked out of balance. But it is better than apathy and disregard. Still, theological questions remain over whether and how war is right and just and whether actions conducted within combat are geared toward restoration of justice and, through that, peace (perhaps in the long-term through reconciliation of warring parties or individual enemies). These and other inquiries can serve as potential pathways to healing for spiritual injury. Warriors need to rationally think through the process of both how and why they went to war, and how and what they did during war in order to effectively integrate the experience into their person.

Truth or Faith Claims. Combat has a way of compelling a warrior to reassess often long-held
claims to truth and faith related to their individual confessional beliefs. Again, this process is not necessarily to be avoided as it can be a potential pathway to healing, especially when undertaken in the care of a capable guide. That said, the effective guide—whether a clinician, chaplain, clergy person, or simply a wise friend—will have to refrain from aggressively challenging a warrior’s crisis of doubt, their faltering faith, or the validity of their questions, however blasphemous, trite, or beside-the-point they may appear to anyone else. Warriors will often have viscerally intuited war in such a way that previously accepted tenants of their faith may be called into question in ways that are sometimes surprising but which represent genuine spiritual crisis. For instance, when one has seen a friend so completely disintegrated through the explosive force of a massive IED so that there are no remains to be recovered, ideas such as the bodily resurrection can suddenly become pain-filled, conceptually problematic, and deeply urgent.

Identity, Meaning, or Purpose. This set of ideas is perhaps one of the more evident markers of spiritual injury and, collectively, can often be summed up by the warrior in the inquiry, “Who am I now, what does this experience mean for me, and what am I to do with it in the future?” The process in play is really one of integrating the experience of war into one’s sense of personhood. This process very often centers around the self and the self’s relationship to God. God is typically the unspoken object of the above questions, even if God is only tacitly acknowledged in the questioning. That said, this exchange is imperative for the holistic healing of the warrior; war must be integrated into a conception of the self. Therefore, a thorough exploration of identity, meaning, and purpose relative to combat experience, especially traumatic experience, is a painful yet necessary process of faith seeking understanding. This is a soul’s attempt to place spiritual injury into a type of ontological context, as it were.

Theology of the Body. Due to a variety of factors, most especially advances in combat medicine, over the course of the current conflict in which the United States has been fighting for over 15 years, the ratio of battlefield “killed in action” to “died of wounds” has dropped from historical trend of 1/3 to 1/7. Warriors are surviving physical traumas for longer than they would have in the past. It follows that not only are some surviving longer, some are surviving outright: wounds that would have killed warriors in the near past are not necessarily killing them now. One additional corollary is that not only are more warriors surviving horrific injuries, but other warriors are witnessing their survival. While downplaying neither the joy of saved lives nor gratitude for the medical advances that have made them possible, it is also true that such injuries—multiple amputations, catastrophic burns, obliterated faces (and thus all corresponding sensory perception)—provoke in some exposed to them new and potentially alarming questions about such things as the sacred nature of human creation, what it means to be a whole-person, the possibilities of intimacy without physical beauty or functionality, the status of the severely handicapped, and, as mentioned above, the doctrine of a bodily resurrection. Coupled with earlier questions regarding identity, all of this is exacerbated in a post-modern social context in which human bodies are reduced to little more than biological organisms, devoid of either transcendent or eternal meaning, purpose, or value. However, far from an insurmountable barrier, I contend these difficulties provide those who heal warriors with an opening to re-explore the sacred nature of human creation and redemption, the miracle—and model—of Christ’s bodily resurrection, and the eschatological hope of something (e.g., the soul, the heavenly body) that will exist beyond this mortal, earth-bound, sin-ravaged body, which is destined to decline, damage, and decay in the best of circumstances.

Hope and Eternal Life. This leads to another personal marker of spiritual injury, and that is an inability to live from a posture of certain hope in eternal life. Perhaps attenuated by the post-modern context, many warriors already have little (if any) understanding of the need to see themselves as eternal beings worthy of and possibly destined for eternal life in God, much less to draw a temporal hope from that belief. Indeed, a persistent nihilistic attitude marks the present generations who serve in the modern armed forces, where warriors without combat trauma see themselves only in the present moment, whose decisions are devoid of life-long, let alone eternal, import. Add to such a perspective the trauma of combat, and such warriors are even less likely to understand, let alone appropriate, an existential hope in their possibility for eternal life in God. Still, not only is such a hope possible, it is often the most potent antidote to the immense suffering of either moral or, certainly, spiritual injury.
Lastly, warriors suffering from spiritual injury are often almost devoid of any meaningful social connections or relationships with others. Dietrich Bonhoeffer wrote extensively of the nature of God’s people as “the community of saints.” Later, he would express the same thought more relative to the decisive presence of Jesus Christ when he termed the Church as “the community of the Crucified,” a people who only find their identity, meaning, and purpose in the crucified and risen Lord. Sadly, during the present conflicts that mark Western coalition nations, there is little visceral evidence that Christians of any major community have genuinely attempted to reach spiritually injured warriors, in order to welcome them into (and find healing amongst) “the community of the saints.”

Sanctorum Communio. Lastly, warriors suffering from spiritual injury are often almost devoid of any meaningful social connections or relationships with others. Dietrich Bonhoeffer wrote extensively of the nature of God’s people as “the community of saints.” Later, he would express the same thought more relative to the decisive presence of Jesus Christ when he termed the Church as “the community of the Crucified,” a people who only find their identity, meaning, and purpose in the crucified and risen Lord. Sadly, during the present conflicts that mark Western coalition nations, there is little visceral evidence that Christians of any major community have genuinely attempted to reach spiritually injured warriors, in order to welcome them into (and find healing amongst) “the community of the saints.”

FUTURE WAR & PRESENT HOPE

Contemporary war is often a confusing morass of different mission types, including stability operations, peacekeeping missions, and humanitarian interventions; each has differing rules of engagement, command and control structures, and political authorities. Especially in a combat environment in which insurgents hide among the civilians, intentionally draw the battle into population centers, and regularly shield themselves with the bodies of children, contemporary war can and does produce increasingly complex and ambiguous moral situations for warriors. This trajectory will only increase as war becomes evermore dominated by fifth domain warfare in a borderless cyberspace, integrates new technologies such as autonomous warfare systems, encounters public health crises such as pandemics, and navigates resource challenges like competition for water, arable land, and food supplies. Nevertheless, I contend that despite this changing context of war, both moral and spiritual injury will continue to mar the souls of warriors and their families. However much war changes, there are certain aspects of its grim reality that never will.

I have argued in this essay that though wounded warriors often do experience moral injury as currently defined, they also often suffer something else—what I have called “spiritual injury.” This specific combat trauma has debilitating, life-long effects; some perhaps are most acutely experienced by the wounded warriors’ families and close intimates. Moral injury and spiritual injury are sibling twins of the same mother, yet they are undoubtedly distinct; like all
twins, they must be treated as individuals.

I trust the twelve specific markers of spiritual injury I’ve outlined above can serve as a primer in helping identify and treat those warriors who return to us injured and in need of both temporal and eternal healing. This is not simply the responsibility of seasoned professionals. The community, not simply the clinic, has a role to play. Perhaps ironically, but certainly in hope, I reiterate that war trauma can aid the “Community of the Crucified” in identifying the markers of spiritual injury and authentically living a renewed and redemptive witness of Jesus’ self-emptying love for humanity. While well intentioned, an occasional “thank you” for your service” offered in an airport or a seasonal care package addressed “to any Soldier” are hardly apt expressions of a community of faith, not one that claims to confess at the core of its identity that it is a “royal priesthood, a holy nation, and kingdom of saints unto our God” (1 Pet. 2:9a). The Church as the Body of Christ has an immense opportunity to offer warriors and families suffering from spiritual injury the only real and lasting context in which injury may find final healing in Jesus Christ. If this is an enduring witness that the Church can make relative to war, then it is one faithful to Christ, who first gave Himself for us and, in so doing, endured our own spiritual injury within Himself. [1]
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3. Nathan Wheeler, “For a Holy Priesthood: A Petrine Model for Evangelical Cultural Engagement,” in Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society 59/3 (September 2016), 523-539. Wheeler specifically and convincingly argues that “by such a sacrificial ethic the church takes on the responsibility to become the vessel of ‘redemptive responsibility for the godliness of the world.”


5. A type of social nihilism, as I term it, is really more indicative of both moral injury in and the post-modern ethos of the Millennial Generation. For how this reality pervades war is a generation that (ironically also often exhibit an intense interest in spirituality), see Stephen Mansfield, *The Faith of the American Soldier* (New York: Tarcher Press, 2005), 96-99. For a fine theological exploration of the moral risk to the warrior for reflective capacity, see Marc Li Vecce, “The Fifth Image: Seeing the Enemy With Just War Eyes,” in Providence 1/4 (Summer 2016), 50-56.


8. For a compelling fictional account of how true moral injury becomes a lived reality in a warrior’s life, see William Brodrick, *The Discourtesy of Death* (New York: The Overlook Press, 2013), 126-127. In this story, Michael (a former British Lieutenant in Northern Ireland in the Troubles) contrasts with his brother Nigel, an Anglican Priest, who had once delivered a decisive sermon on duty in war to Michael’s regiment. The voice Michael hears at the point of action reflects his foundational faith and moral conflict and mirrors that heard by the Prophet Elijah in the cave while fleeing King Ahab (1 Kings 19:9-15).


